
FINALLY LETTING KIDS BE KIDS
An overview, history and implementation 
summary of the 2013 normalcy legislation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
100 to 150 – Panama City Voices book..  Thanks – Most important legislation for kids --- that reflects the values we have --- we say – is no in law.  We are the first.New Law – different names – means different things to different people….LET KIDS BE KIDS – PERMISSION TO PARENT --- NORMALCY – QUALITY PARENTING FOR CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE



 OBJ. 1:  be able to explain the reason the Normalcy 
Law was needed

 OBJ. 2:  be able to describe the Normalcy Law and 
how it impacts children in out-of-home care

 OBJ. 3:  demonstrate understanding of the 
“Reasonable and Prudent Parent” standard

 OBJ. 4:  be prepared to make a plan for integrating 
Normalcy in their organization and practices

 OBJ. 5:  apply the Normalcy legislation in their 
role within child welfare 

Participants will:
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Goals are listed.  What I hope you will understand ---That we believe in you…That your passion and caring for children – caused everyone to want to empower foster parents.Each of us has a role in making sure the law is complied with…



HISTORICAL FOUNDATION AND 
ATTEMPTS LEADING TO THE NEED FOR 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE..

AUGUST 31, 2005
MEMO:  NORMALCY FOR CHILDREN IN CUSTODY OF
THE DEPARTMENT, BY DCF SECRETARY LUCY D. 
HADI
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Presentation Notes
For years, foster parents and kids have fought to correct these problems by promoting the concept of normalcy.History of child welfare of conference --- celebrating breaking the rules…SUMMIT –When at big event it always reminds me of the Summit / or CWLA conference --- where the key note is often a youth / they honor someone who broke the rules – and made a difference in their life… they give credit for the impact.  It brings tears to everyone’s eyes.The normalcy law about foster parent … because in reality … you can’t be an advocate unless you are fighting for something you believe in… I believe in the foster parent… because they believed and care the kids we fight for every day. Discussion of memo… Lucy meeting… first real understanding of the problem.  Child in the Band..  Visited her at Asst living facility to discuss with her.



2005 MEMO…..

 Met with State Youth Advisory Board
 Stories included background checks for school trips, 

friend parents, inability to attend prom, etc.
 Problems with no normalcy

 Obstacles to normalcy caused children to exhibit 
inappropriate behavior

 May cause dangerous activity
 Memorandum of Guidance

 Rulemaking to address normalcy
 Clear guidelines implemented

 Goal of memo was to find ways so kids “can 
do,” not how they “cannot.”
 Detailed examples listed
 Focused on teens and guidelines effective immediately
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Talked to kids. First to highlight leads to inappropriate behavior and dangerous activityThought rule making was solutionLucy was crystal clearAll about teens…



SEPTEMBER 3, 2010
NORMALCY MEMO,
BY: DCF SECRETARY GEORGE H. SHELDON
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Quality Parenting Initiative – different way of thinking – instead of placements / homes Foster parents – parentingCarol Schauffer – instead of suing us help us.. Recruitment and retention discussed.



SEPTEMBER 3, 2010
STOP CALLING US FOSTER KIDS! 
WE’RE JUST KIDS MEMO 

 Met with Youth SHINE
 Stories guide DCF leadership in philosophy
 Stigma recognized

 Balancing Test discussed in terms of normalcy
 Define normalcy within 
balancing test language

 All children deserve normal lives
 Stop calling kids in foster 
care, foster kids.  Refer to them as kids, children or teenagers.

 Clear guidance with foster parents making the decision
 Vision clearly outlines
 All children not just teenagers

 Review of all rules and policies
 Normalcy Czar position created
 Not just “safe” decisions
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Presentation Notes
Stigma recognized – stop calling us kids	Not just teenagers – clear guidance	Review and change all rules – normalcy czarA few years ago, one of my roles as state director of child welfare was to be the normalcy czar. The secretary assigned me to answer questions from foster parents, shelters, group homes, children in foster care, providers, case managers and the public about what was "normal" for a child in foster care, and what activities they should be permitted to do.Funny – as parent wife and I can’t decide what to let our kids doLearned how difficult this was…Every answer had to be carefully crafted to ensure that each child was treated as an individual. them, regardless.



NORMALCY MEMO
JANUARY 20, 2012

DCF SECRETARY DAVID E. 
WILKINS
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Presentation Notes
Again the youth… in the end year after year they kept focusing on the rules involved in  living their lives…



JANUARY 2012
NORMALCY MEMO
BY:  SECRETARY DAVID E. WILKINS
 Most important job in child welfare is give 

opportunity for healthy normal childhood
 Recognize through own experience
 Meet with youth

 Highlight rule demanding normalcy
 Recognition that rules “on their face” lead to normalcy  

 Quality Parenting is critical
 Sets stage for major theme of “permission to parent”

 Strong direction
 Clear guidance to not say no 
to kids just to manage risk
 Unequivocal support and 
advocacy
 Assigns Tanya Wilkins to 
Fostering Florida’s Future
Committee
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Presentation Notes
Tanya and his own experience… Fla. Baptist group home take kids on the weekend – spend the night.  Receiving endTheme became parentingSAYING NO IS NO WAY TO MANAGE RISK – WILKINS HITS NAIL ON THE HEAD…Kids AND FOSTER PARENTS	Rules on face lead to normalcy	It’s really that kids need to be parented	Don’t say no – just to manage riskThe more I think about this issue, the more I am certain that achieving normalcy is not and has never been the core issue. The lack of normalcy is the symptom of what truly has been wrong with foster care as we know it.The true answer to the need for normalcy lies in ensuring that there is parenting for children in foster care.Parenting requires a person who can make reasonable decisions at the time the decisions need to be made. We trust foster parents to care for our dependent children 24/7, yet they have not legislatively or, in reality, been granted the authority to make day-to-day decisions for their foster child, without a bureaucracy interfering with decision-making.



GUARDIAN AD LITEM STARTS BALL ROLLING

 Advocating for Children --- also need to advocate for 
policies consistent with children’s best interest

 2012 – Legislative Agenda
 Voice Heard Report
 Budget
 Volunteers can transport children – about normalcy

 2013 session had 3 agenda items after reviewing 
many suggestions from volunteers, staff and primarily 
children through Voice Heard
 Selected issues to be “active lead”
 Other items “active support”
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GAL – driving kids ---- prohibition against it --- every circuit director raised hand the volunteers break it.Budget / Transformation Bill of DCF / TPR imprisonment bill. /Counties encouraged to support GALNormalcy – top priority / offending parent vs. non-offending parent / Nursing home representationOther issues – healthy families / extend foster care



 March 25, 2012 – GAL leadership identified 
legislative goals 

 April 5, 2012 – Fostering Florida’s Future 
Committee Created (Chaired by Tanya 
Wilkins) -leads to formal support
 Assignment of legislative subcommittee
 Theme of respect and empowerment
 Quality Parenting Initiative
 “Permission to Parent”
 Goals of subcommittee:  retention of foster parents,  

recruitment of foster parents
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Presentation Notes
– normalcy becomes high priority based on “A Voice Heard” InitiativeApril 5, 2012 Fostering Florida’s Future Committee Meeting chaired by Tanya Wilkins – legislation and Normalcy subcommittee created and become driving force of normalcy lawMake up: CBC’s,  Foster/Adopt Association, DCF, Youth Advocate, foster parent, DCF, QPI experts and GALOver next months included - Carol Preston (Senate Staff), Youth SHINE, Community Based Care, CLS, group homes, providers, trial attorneys, Kerry Schofield (House Staff), Office of State Court Administration, and Judiciary.  Discussed with Speaker of the House, Senate President, and Governor’s Office and had leadership supportTanya Wilkins, wife of DCF David Wilkins, chairs a DCF committee called Fostering Florida's Future, which focuses on retention and recruitment of foster parents. She often says that foster parents need ‘permission to parent’.She has taken foster children into her home and on family vacations, but, most importantly, she has listened to them.Children in foster care really need someone to be there for them, giving direction in their life. They have a right to be parented not by a nameless, faceless group of case workers and lawyers, but by a loving, caring parent who can help them make mature decisions and guide them toward responsible adulthood. 



 July 2012 - draft language for “reasonable and 
prudent parent” standard for caregivers
 Careful and sensible parental decisions that maintain the 

child’s health, safety, and best interest
 Encouraging child’s emotional and developmental growth
 Decide participation in extracurricular, enrichment and 

social activities
 August 2012 - had Sponsors

 Senator Nancy Detert (Jan 3, 2013,  SB filed)
 Representative Ben Albritton (Jan 17, 2013, HB filed)
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Requirements for decision makersAge, maturity, developmental levelRisk factors associated with activityBest Interest of the child based on information knownImportance of encouraging emotional and development growthImportant providing child with most family like living experienceBehavior history, as with any childLetting children make mistakes is part of it… Sen. Detert Bubble Wrap comment.Foster Kid in group home in college – got drunk – lucky he was 18 yet.



NUMEROUS HEARINGS IN SENATE AND
HOUSE….

 Guardian ad Litem
volunteers
 YouthShine
 Foster Youth
 Providers
 DCF
 Advocacy Groups
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Needless to say, despite our best efforts to promote normalcy, we still hear the stories from children in foster care who aren't allowed to go to the beach, have a sleepover, go trick-or-treating or play high school sports.More than 35 youth… available through FCF and GAL’sShouldn’t have a process were breaking rule is needed if you are going to make a difference in the lives of children… Each youth that talked to legislatures had an example where a foster parent broke rules and exposed themselves to losing their license so kids in foster care could be like other kids.  Put it bluntly the foster parents were courageous and inspiring.  There is no reason a foster parent should have to break a rule to do the right things…Why can’t we all be like the rule breakers?



CRITICAL ELEMENTS ….
 Recognizes the importance of normalizing the lives 

of children in foster care (including relative and 
non-relative placement as well as licensed care);

 Creates a new section in Ch. 39 giving ALL children 
in foster care the opportunity to engage in normal 
childhood activities, and requires DCF to adopt 
rules to implement the law; 

 Empowers caregivers to approve or disapprove a 
child’s participation in normal childhood activities 
without prior approval of the caseworker, provider 
agencies or the courts.  It gives caregivers 
“Permission to Parent;”
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There is no need to hold a "staffing" for any decision that parents routinely make for their biological children, and no need for lawyers to sit around a table and speculate about liability if something bad were to happen during a normal activity.Although foster parents will often consult friends, case manager, family members, clergy and experts as decisions come up (just as my wife and I do for our own children), the authority to make these decisions needs to rest with the foster parent.



 Establishes a “reasonable and prudent parent” 
standard for caregivers in determining whether 
to allow a child in foster care to participate in 
extracurricular, enrichment, or social activities;

 Protects caregivers who apply the reasonable and 
prudent parent standard from liability; and

 Eliminates the requirement for a “normalcy plan” 
and quarterly updates, and replaces it with an 
assessment of normalcy goals and objectives at 
each judicial review.



 Caregiver can’t violate laws – i.e. 
visitation order

 DCF and Community Based Care lead 
agencies required to verify that provider 
agencies have policies consistent with 
this law

 Planning and implementation in your role
 Caregiver
 Guardian ad Litem
 Judiciary
 Case Manager
 Child Placing Agencies
 Group Homes
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Definitions  -- Decision based on caregivers own assessment using the reasonable prudent parent standard, without prior approval of DCF, case worker, and the court.Age–appropriate Caregiver – defined in terms of traditional foster homes, but also group homesReasonable Prudent Parent StandardJudiciary – kids in courtCase manager – be availableChild placing agencies – policies contrary removed – have person who knows child be custodianWho said no!!!



 April 11, 2013 - Governor Scott signs HB215 into law at 
signing ceremony

 This law codifies what we want for our kids in foster care, 
and is consistent with our values

 Rulemaking is required

 There will still be obstacles to overcome – some financial
 Appropriate placement decisions are critical (“reasonable” 

means reasonable people can disagree)



NEXT STEPS….

 Identify obstacles to normalcy activities and 
address them

 DRIVING
 INSURANCE
 ACCESS TO A CAR
 DRIVING PRACTICE
 NEXT YEAR’S BILL – “KEYS TO INDEPENDENCE ACT’

 TECHNOLOGY
 CELL PHONES 
 COMPUTERS



EAGLE AWARD WINNER 2012
PRUDENTIAL DAVIS

PRODUCTIVITY AWARDS

Alan Abramowitz
Executive Director
Florida Guardian ad Litem 
Program
Alan.Abramowit@gal.fl.gov
850.241.3232

Angels in Adoption
Award Winner 2012

Congressional Coalition 
on Adoption Institute

“... the statewide guardian ad litem is an elegant combination of 
effectiveness and accountability, of individuals joining hands with 
government to give a voice to innocent kids who are suffering through no 
fault of their own.” -- Florida Trend (January 2013)

mailto:Alan.Abramowit@gal.fl.gov
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